F31 NRSA Fellowship Candidate Information


Those instructions refer back to the SF424 (R&R) Individual Fellowship Application Guide, which can be found at http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/424/SF424_RR_Guide_Fellowship_VerC.pdf

The following documents are needed from the Fellowship Applicant. They are listed by section noted in the Funding Opportunity PA-14-147 instructions. Some portions of the proposal are completed by information transferred from the PAF. Only the information needed from the fellowship applicant is noted here:

**SF424 Cover:**
Cover Letter – instructions to complete can be found on page I-66 of the Fellowship Application Guide. Note: A list of your Referees are required in the Cover Letter.

**SF424 Project/Preformance Site Locations:**
Nothing needed

**SF424 Other Project Information Component:**
Project Summary/Abstract - instructions on page I-80 of the Fellowship Application Guide
Project Narrative – instructions begin on page I-80 of the Fellowship Application Guide
Bibliography - instructions begin on page I-80 of Fellowship Application Guide
Facilities & Other Resources – instructions on page I-81 of Fellowship Application Guide
Equipment – instructions begin on page I-81 of Fellowship Application Guide
Other Attachments –
- Additional Educational Information - instructions on page 9 of Funding Opportunity PA-14-147.
- For those submitting to the Diversity Funding Announcement – prepare a Certification letter to Promote Diversity

**SF424 Senior/Key Person Profile Expanded:**
Biosketch for Fellowship Candidate – NIH has a specific form for candidate biosketch, the instructions and a link to the form begin on page I-87 of the Fellowship Application Guide
Biosketch for each Sponsor/Mentor – the biosketch form is different than the candidate’s form, and most faculty have a biosketch that they will just need to update.

**PHS Fellowship Supplemental Form:**
Research Training Plan – follow instructions in both the Funding Opportunity and Fellowship Application Guide page I-100.
Specific Aims – 1 page limit
Research Strategy – 6 page limit
If your research involves human subjects, complete:
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Protection of Human Subjects (Fellowship Guide page I-107)
Inclusion of Women and Minorities (Fellowship Guide page I-107)
Inclusion of Children (Fellowship Guide page I-108)

If your research involves animals, complete:
  Vertebrate Animals (Fellowship Guide page I-109)
Respective Contribution – 1 page limit
Selection of Sponsor and Institution – 1 page limit
Responsible Conduct of Research – 1 page limit
Goals for Fellowship Training and Career – 1 page limit
Activities Planned Under this Award – 1 page limit
Doctoral Dissertation and Other Research Experience – 2 page limit
Sponsor and Co-Sponsor Information – 6 page limit
Planned Enrollment Report – needed only if conducting human subject research

Letters of Reference:
Referee must submit directly to thru eCommons – instructions begin on page I-122 of Fellowship Guide)

Please send to Marianne, the answers to the following 3 sections:
Degree Sought During Proposed Award:
Doctor of Psychology
(If something other than this, please note degree sought)

Field of Training for Current Proposal:
Psychology, Non-clinical
Behavioral Communication Sciences
Behavioral Medicine (non-clinical)
Cognitive Psychology
Developmental and Child Psychology
Experimental and General Psychology
Mind-Body Studies
Neuropsychology
Personality and Emotion
Physiological Psychology and Psychobiology
Psychology of Aging
Psychometrics
Psychophysics
Social Psychology
Community Psychology
Clinical Psychology
Behavioral Neuroscience
Cognitive Neuroscience

Citizenship:
U.S. Citizen or noncitizen national
Permanent Resident of US
Permanent Resident of US Pending
Non-U.S. Citizen with temporary visa